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1. Introduction

The problem of thermal stresses induced by the action of a discontinuous tempe-
rature field was amply discussed in a number of papers [1]—[5]. All of them, however,
dealt only with the Hooke's body.

In this paper we are concerned with thermal stresses due to the action of a dis-
continuous temperature field in an elastic micropolar body. The approach chosen
for the solution of this problem will be explained with the help of a simple example
of the bidimensional problem.

Under the effect of temperature 0 (x) an elastic micropolar body suffers deforma-
tion characterized by two asymmetric tensors, namely the tensor of strain yn and
the curvature-twist tensor KJt [6].

(1.1) 7n-Ut.j-Cut <Pk, Kji = tplt j

siJk being the known Levi—Civta alternator.

The state of stress is characterized by two asymmetric tensors, namely the force-

-stress tensor aJt and the couple-stress tensor p,n.

The state of stress, the state of strain and the temperature are connected by the

following relations [7]

j y j j j J

(1.2)
Mji = (y+e) Kji + iy-e) Ku+^Kkk du, v

Here the symbols /.i, X, a, /?, y, s denote the material constants of the micropolar
body, while a, stands for the coefficient of linear thermal dilatation. Introducing
(1.2) into the equations of equilibrium

(I-3) Ojitj = Q, 6,jk<Tjk+jUjltj=>0,
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and making use of the relations (1,1) we arrive at a system of differential equations
in displacement and rotations [7],

(/Li+a) V2 u+(A+/i —a) grad div u+2arot«p = v grad 0,
(1.4)

(y+e) V2cp — 4acp+(y+/?—s) grad div cp+2a rot u = 0.

The above equations have to be supplemented with boundary conditions. Assuming
the boundary of the body to be free of loadings we get them in the fol-
lowing form

(1.5) annj=0, Hjitij'eO,

where the symbol n denotes the unit vector of the normal to the surface A.

1. The solution of differential equations of thermoelasticity

The solution of the system of Eqs. (1.4) will be given in the form of a sum of two
partial solutions

(2.1) u = u '+u" , cp = c

The solution

(2.2) u' = grad4>, cp' = O

is the particular integral of the non-homogeneous system of Eqs. (1.4), while u", cp"
are general integrals of the homogeneous equations

(/.t+a) V2 u"+(A+/z-a) grad div u"+2a rot q>" = 0,
(2.3)

(y+s) V2cp"-4acp"-H/?+y-£) grad divcp"+2a rot u" = 0.

Substituting (2.2) into the system of equations (1.4), we obtain the Poisson's equa-
tion, which makes it possible to determine the potential of the thermoelasticity <Z>

(2.4) V2# = m0, m=~r~.
A-\~ Afl

Let us remark that this equation is identical — as to its form — with that describing
the potential 0 in classical thermoelasticity (in Hooke's body).

The stresses connected with the function

(2.5) ff>20(#u-*u*M), ^ = 0 ' U . f c -1 ,2 ,3

have also identical forms for Hooke's and micropolar Cosserat bodies. The asym-
metric stresses a"n, n'jt are connected with the solutions u" , tp" of the system of
Eqs. (2.3).

Consider an infinite elastic Hooke's body. Assume the temperature disconti-
nuity 9(i)-6^ on its r surface. The symbols 0« and 6Ke1 denote the values of the
function 6 on the surface F, when approaching this surface from its internal or
external side, respectively.
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Let us assume a rectangular coordinate system yu y2,y?, situated at an arbitrary
point S on the surface F, the jy3-axis being normal to this surface.

It results from Goodier's considerations [1] that — owing to the properties
of the volume potential <P — the displacements u' are continuous functions also
in the case of a discontinuous temperature field. Similarly, the shear stresses
ffxli (a, /?= 1, 2, 3; a^P) and the normal stresses a33 are continuous within the
whole region. Instead, the stresses CT,, and 'a22 when passing through the surface
F display a jump of the value

(2.6) a[ll - a{el = all - al& = - 2/im (0« - 6&).

Goodier's considerations hold true also for an infinite elastic micropolar medium
in view of the identical forms of Eqs. (2.4) for both media.*)

The above considerations hold true for a bounded body. Hooke's and micro-
polar bodies as well as a bounded body may be considered as a region separated
from an infinite space. The surface of a separated body A will not be free — in the
general case — of loadings (p't = cr'jt «;) due to the potential <P. These loadings have
to be removed by supplementing the state of stresses a'n, //j\ by the state of stresses
a'j't /.I'J'I connected with the solutions y.",<p" of the system of Eqs. (2.3). The integra-
tion constants appearing in the solutions of the system of Eqs. (2.3) will be obtained
from the boundary conditions

(2.7) (a'st+atj,)nj=0, %«,=0.

In classical thennoelasticity still another method of determining the <P potential
is known. It consists in making use of Green's function & verifying the differential
equation

(2.8) V20(x, %) = mS{x-TQ

with the boundary condition <£ = 0. On the right-hand side of Eq. (2.8) there is the
nucleus of the temperature 6=d(x— %) at the point \. Integrating the equation

(2.9) ®U)= Id £©4 OS x)rfK(©
V

we obtain the potential <P (x) for the prescribed distribution ôf the discontinuous
temperature.

After the stresses a'n (x, ^) connected with the potential <X> have been determined
we get ' ,

Let us point to the fact that the function & will appear in the solution of Eq. (2.8)
as a singular function. The singularity will appear also in stresses ajr It deserves

*) The only difference consists in different values of Lame's constants /;, A for either1 of these
media.
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attention that the singularity may appear only in a'u stresses, while the a"yi and n"t

are regular.
It should be stressed that certain solutions pertaining to thermal stresses due

to a discontinuous distribution of temperature are identical for both the Hooke's
and micropolar media. It was shown in [8] that in a hollow sphere — provided the
symmetry of the temperature field with respect to a given point is preserved — as
well as in a hollow cylinder — provided there is the axial symmetry of the tempera-
ture field — the system of Eqs. (1.4) simplifies to a single equation, identical as to
its form with that valid for the Hooke's body. The same considerations hold true
for the discontinuous temperature field.

3. The discontinuous temperature field in an elastic half-space

Let us consider exempli modo a simple bidimensional problem. Let a tempera-
ture nucleus 0 = 3 (xl— £,) S(x2) act in an elastic half-space x^O along the
Xi=^i, x2 = 0 line. We have to determine in the half-space the stresses Bj^jlji
assuming the boundary Xi=0 to be free of loadings:

(3.1) o-u=0, ffi2 = 0, ,«i3=0 for x1=0.

We are going first to solve the Poisson's Eq. (2.8)

(3.2) V2<P = m8 (xt — £t) 3 (x2)

with the boundary condition & (0, x2) = 0 and regularity condition (£ = 0 for
2- j -X 2 | -> oo

The solution of Eq. (3.2) is known [9]. It reads as follows

OO 00

2m r r sin at £, sin at xt

(3.3) <t> = — J J YT~2
 c o s a2 X2 dat da2

or else

" i n -
An

The function 4> shows the singularity of logarithmic type at the point (£u 0);
for IAJJ+XJ ->OO the function fc tends to zero.

The components of the state of stress a'n may be described by the following
formulae

(3.5)

r*

For xt=0 the normal stresses a[y and a'22 vanish, while the stress a'l2 remains
different from zero. When approaching the point (£,u 0) the stresses increase bound-
lessly.
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At the boundary xt = 0 we have
oo

"i ir, -, 4um £, x2 2am f _ .
(3.6) g 1 2 ( 0 . * 2 ) = — , , , , . . . — e-^a2sma2

4um c, x2 2am f _„ ,

Tn order to suppress the stresses o-j2 (0, x2) we supplement the state of stress a'H
by the state of stress a'it, lijt. This additional state of stress will be expressed in the
micropolar medium by the function of stresses F and W in the following way [10]

(3.7)

The functions F and IP have to satisfy the differential equations

(3.8) V?V?F=0, V?(1-/2 VJ) !f=0.

Here
a) (v+e)

The functions F and W are connected with each other by the relations

-d1(l-l
2Vl)V=Ad2V

2
1F,

(3.9)

The state of stress a'j't, ii'n should be chosen so as to ensure at the boundary x x = 0
the following conditions:

(3.10) ffu-0, a"2+a'12 = 0, A » - 0 .

The functions F and !P will be chosen in the form

00

= J (M+A^Xi a2) e~a*Xl cos a2 x2 da2,

0

For | * j + x 2 | ->oo these functions tend to zero. The M,N, C,D constants will be

determined from the boundary conditions (3.10) and from the relation (3.9).

There is

M = 0 , Ca2+pD = 0,

2am
(3.12) a2

2(N+C+D)= —a2e-"^\
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Whence
AumA 2 urn . a-,

7iz(0 7ra2 /Jo p

0-2^

P

Taking profit of the formulae (3.7), we determine successively:

2/HM .
tr,, =— — [a2 x{ e "» > —2Aa\ (e "-Xl —e l)Xl)] cos a2 x 2 t / a 2 ,

7T

-\-2Aa2(e "*Ai— e p *)] cos a2

( j ,

2/(/;2 /• a 2 e =!3 4 l I"

= ( 1 — (
n J A o [

(3.13) ~.^--«*~e-Hlsma1*

CO c
0 //J1-1 /» /7 /5 ^2 Cl~f.lfit i 1*2 c

+2Aa2(a2 e~a2Al -pe~''A'1)] sina2-

( _ e - * * i ) sin a2x2dait
71 J Ao

0

4/im^ ^ a? e-"a-Vl / a2 _ \
2 3 = - : 1 ~ e °'2Xl e /1Jtl cos a2 x2 da2 •

71 J A o \ p Io

Let us remark that the singularity appears solely in a'n stresses, whereas in the half-
-space considered the o'j't,li'n stresses are regular functions.

In the particular case of Hooke's body the a'J,, /Uj't stresses assume a particularly
simple form. We pass to the Hooke's body putting in the formulae (3.13):a = O,
p = $, Ao=\. The stresses a^, fx'j[ for the Hooke's body may be written in a closed
form:

4/W72

(xl+Zi)[(x1+£l)
2 -3x1] > • •Tit

(3.14)

7112 [_ ' 2 .1
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The final stresses aJh fXJt due to the action of the temperature nucleus situated at

the point {£,,, £2) will be obtained by adding the formulae (3.6) and (3.13) and sub-

stituting x2 — C2 for x2. If within the region Q the temperature distribution 9(xu x2)

is given, while outside this region there is 0 = 0, then the stresses an may be determined

from the formula

(3.15) ffjtixu x2)= j j 0 (£, £2) [a'j^u 6 ; -v,, x2)+ffj't (C1 C2; * , , X2)] ^ , dc2.
a

A similar formula for the /;,-, stresses reads as follows

(3.16) f-iji(xu x2) = j J 0(£i> £2) V'a (£\Ai ixuxi)d£1 dc,2.
a
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B. HOBAlJKHft, TEPMMHECKHE HAnPH)KEHHH B MMKPOnOJlflPHOM TEJIE,
BW3BAHHWE flEMCTBMEM PA3PHBHOrO IlOJIfl TEMFlEPATyPfel

B HacTOHmeK 3aMeTKe aBTop o6cy3Kflaex npo6jreiviy TepMHiecKHX HanpffiKeHHtt B
HOM Teire, BbUBaHHbix ,n,efiCTBneM pa3pbiBnoro nonK TeMnepaTypbi.

PemeHiie Bonpoca COCTOMT H3 flByx laciett: 1) CHMMeTpHiecKMe HanpflKeiiHH o-Jh CBa3aimbie

c rroTenuHajiOM nepeMemeHHa H 2) nc-cHMMeTpHiecKMe nanpaaceHHa aiu fiJt, CBa3aHHtie c pe-

ureHHeM CHCTeMW ypaBHeHHii (B nepeMemenwax H o6opoTax) MHKpoiiojinpiioH ynpyrocra.


